English

ICT

To inspire children with their writing we will be thinking
about superheroes and even dressing up as superheroes! The children will be writing descriptions of superheroes and looking at how a capital letter should be used
for a name. Using their knowledge of superheroes the
children will be creating fact files about their favourite
superhero. We will also explore the ‘Supertato’ story and
create our own comic strip using onomatopoeia.

The children will be getting to
grips with programing
Beebots. They will be using
technological language such
as debugging ( fixing our mistakes) and algorithm
(instructions).

PE

Maths



Multi skills - Indoor



Boot camp—Outdoor 
Music

Following our music
scheme Charanga we will
be learning a song called
Hey You !



Week 1—Counting amounts to 20
Week 2—More and less



Week 3— Counting in 2s



Week 4—Addition



Week 5—Number bonds



Week 6—Subtraction



Week 7— Recapping from the
term.
Home Reading—All the children should have
come home with their book bag and new
reading books. The children will be expected
to change their own reading books daily
with support from an adult. On a Friday all
books will be changed and a record of how
many times the child as read will be kept to
work towards the Monkshouse cinema.

General
PE Days


Miss Cooke –Monday and Wednesday



Mrs Quinton – Monday and Tuesday

Homework is given out on Wednesdays and must be
completed and then returned on Mondays.
Spellings are given out and tested each Monday.
RE—We will be looking at places of worship with a focus on
Judaism. The children will learn
about the features of a synagogue and the special artefacts
that are connected with Judaism worship. We will finish the
topic with a special Shabbat
meal.

PSHE/SEAL

Art and Design Technology

We will be exploring
what's right and wrong
by what traits our heroes and villains. A real
life hero our local PSCO
will be visiting us to talk
about their job and what
they do to keep us safe.

The children will be sketching superheroes and
designing their own superhero! We will be studying famous pop artists Roy Lichtenstein and Andy
Warhol and looking at the techniques they use to
create comic book art. The children will be taste
testing a range of fruits before designing and making their own healthy superhero smoothie . Let’s
hope it gives us super strength!

History
Throughout the term, we will be learning about
real life superhero, Florence Nightingale. We will
learn about who Florence was and what she did.
We will be comparing what hospitals were like
when Florence worked there compared to now.
The children will be writing a fact file about Florence including all of the information that they
learn.

